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Abstract 17 

Cell migration is hypothesized to involve a cycle of behaviors beginning with leading 18 

edge extension. However, recent evidence suggests that the leading edge may be 19 

dispensable for migration, raising the question of what actually controls cell 20 

directionality. Here we exploit the embryonic migration of Drosophila macrophages to 21 

bridge the different temporal scales of the behaviors controlling motility. This reveals 22 

that edge fluctuations during random motility are impersistent and weakly correlated 23 

with motion. In contrast, flow of the actin network behind the leading edge is highly 24 

persistent. Quantification of actin flow structure during migration reveals a stable 25 

organization and asymmetry in the cell-wide flowfield that strongly correlates with cell 26 

directionality. This organization is regulated by a gradient of actin network 27 

compression and disassembly, which is controlled by myosin contraction and cofilin-28 

mediated disassembly. It is this stable actin-flow polarity, which integrates rapid 29 

fluctuations of the leading edge, that controls inherent cellular persistence. 30 
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Introduction 31 
 32 

Cell migration is hypothesized to involve a step-wise cycle of behaviors: 1) 33 

actin-based protrusion of the leading edge, 2) formation of new adhesions at the cell 34 

front, 3) acto-myosin contraction of the cytoskeletal network, and 4) de-adhesion at 35 

the rear1. At the same time the cell must maintain a polarity, which is hypothesized to 36 

be controlled by a combination of reaction-diffusion modules and membrane tension 37 

to maintain an asymmetry in these behaviors2-5. The integration of the stages of the 38 

migratory cycle leads to coherent cell motion whereby cells have an inherent 39 

persistence in cell speed and direction6. 40 

 Since the first postulation of the migratory cycle, we now understand many of 41 

its molecular components. Actin-protrusion of the leading edge is driven by Arp2/3-42 

mediated actin polymerization and branching7-9. Pushing of the actin filaments against 43 

the leading edge, along with myosin-II driven contraction in many cell-types, 44 

subsequently induces a retrograde motion of the crosslinked actin-network10-12. When 45 

integrins are engaged, these points of friction with the extracellular matrix lead to a 46 

slowing of the retrograde flow allowing for transmission of the forces of the flowing 47 

actin network into extracellular traction stresses13, 14. Finally, asymmetric release of 48 

integrin adhesions at the rear allows for net cell translation15. 49 

 This model of cell migration is predicated on the idea that it is a linear step-wise 50 

process that starts at the leading edge1, 16. Therefore, with regards to the control of 51 

cell directionality and persistence, a major focus has been on the actin polymerization 52 

machinery at the cell front17. However, evidence has arisen to bring this leading-edge 53 

centric view of motility into question. Loss of the leading edge lamellipodia does not 54 

grossly inhibit chemotaxis18, 19 and the presence of actin protrusions, rather than being 55 

essential for cell translocation, may actually destabilize migration and enhance 56 
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exploratory behavior20, 21. Additionally, recent data revealed that cell shape is a 57 

predictor of migratory dynamics,22, 23 suggesting that global cellular processes, rather 58 

than simply local edge fluctuations, are also important in controlling cell motility. 59 

However, the idea that cell movement may not be directly controlled from extensions 60 

at the cell edge is still controversial24 as the stepwise view of migration has remained 61 

nearly unchanged for decades25. 62 

 What is currently lacking is a holistic understanding of how the hypothesized 63 

steps of cell motility are integrated in space and time to give a cell its inherent 64 

persistence and directionality. The complexity in bridging the stages of cell migration 65 

is partly due to the different time and lengthscales of its behaviors26. For instance, it is 66 

difficult to understand how rapid fluctuation of the leading edge, which oscillates on 67 

the order of seconds27-30, controls overall cell persistence that decays on the order of 68 

minutes to hours6. To resolve such questions requires cell migration to be imaged at 69 

sufficiently high spatiotemporal resolution for long enough time periods to correlate 70 

leading edge fluctuation, actin dynamics, and overall cell motion. However, correlating 71 

behaviors on such different timescales is both experimentally and quantitatively 72 

challenging.   73 

 In previous work, we exploited the embryonic migration of Drosophila 74 

macrophages (hemocytes), which are highly amenable to live imaging during their 75 

developmental dispersal31, to develop tools to image cell-wide actin flows during 76 

embryonic migration in vivo32. Here we use this unique system to quantify, and 77 

correlate in time, the various behaviors of cell motility during both random and directed 78 

migration. This reveals that edge fluctuation is a weak predictor of directionality during 79 

random cell motility, with a persistence during random migration that is less than the 80 

actual persistence of overall cell motion. In contrast, the retrograde flow of the actin 81 
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network behind the leading edge, which has recently been revealed to couple cell 82 

speed and persistence33, is highly organized and stable in time. Through the 83 

development of approaches to quantify global actin flow organization, along with a 84 

minimal fluid-mechanical model of acto-myosin induced emergence of stable flows, 85 

we reveal that cell migration involves network-wide coordination and an intrinsic 86 

asymmetry in the flowfield that highly correlates with cell directionality. This asymmetry 87 

is controlled by a stable gradient of actin network compression and disassembly 88 

towards the rear of the lamellae, which is driven by myosin contraction and cofilin-89 

mediated destruction. It is this destruction/contraction gradient that leads to a stable 90 

cell-wide polarity within the flowing actin network, which likely integrates the rapid 91 

fluctuations of the leading edge to control overall cell persistence. 92 

 93 

 94 

Results 95 

Leading edge fluctuations are a weak predictor of cell directionality 96 

Drosophila hemocytes spread throughout the embryo taking stereotypical 97 

migratory routes. One of these routes is along the ventral surface of the embryo in 98 

which hemocytes migrate in a confined space that is essentially two-dimensional, 99 

allowing for imaging of their motility at high spatiotemporal resolution31, 32, 34. These 100 

cells can be automatically and precisely tracked using the nucleus as a fiducial marker, 101 

which is more accurate than tracking cell centroid at high temporal resolution (Movie 102 

1). Here we focus on tracking freely moving hemocytes that do not contact any 103 

neighboring cells as they undergo random patrolling behavior. Randomly migrating 104 

hemocytes have a noisy cell contour during their movement (Figure S1A). We first 105 

used the natural variation in the fluctuation of hemocyte contours to determine whether 106 
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there was a relationship between edge fluctuations and cell motion at high temporal 107 

resolution (5 s/frame). Morphodynamic analysis revealed that the speed of cell edge 108 

extensions was significantly faster than cell speed regardless of whether examining 109 

all extensions, the maximum extension, or only the extensions in the direction of 110 

motion (Figure 1A-C,F). In contrast, the net speed of the edge in the direction of motion 111 

(average of extension and retraction vectors) was significantly less than cell speed 112 

(Figure 1D,F). Interestingly, the net edge speed of all fluctuations was around zero 113 

with low variability highlighting that on average edge extensions are balanced by edge 114 

retractions over this short temporal scale with hemocytes tending to maintain a 115 

constant area over time (Figure 1E,F). These data suggest that edge fluctuations are 116 

largely disconnected from cell speed.    117 

We next quantified the positions of edge extensions during random migration 118 

with respect to instantaneous cell motion to determine how protrusions are correlated 119 

with the direction of cell travel. Normalizing the position vectors of edge extensions to 120 

hemocyte trajectory revealed that the leading edge is rapidly fluctuating and weakly 121 

correlated with motion (Figure 1G-J, Movie 2).  Additionally, correlating the direction 122 

of cell motion to the direction of the maximum extension or retraction similarly revealed 123 

a very weak and variable positive and negative correlation, respectively, further 124 

highlighting a disconnect between protrusions and cell translocation (Figure S1B). 125 

These data are surprising, considering the high persistence of hemocytes 126 

(directionality ratio 0.7 ± 0.1 SEM, this work)35. Interestingly, considering both direction 127 

and speed of extensions (resultant velocity), revealed that taking into account all 128 

extensions around the cell showed stronger correlation to motion than the maximum 129 

extension alone (Figure S1C); this suggests that even minor extensions that 130 

individually are not obviously correlated with cell trajectory are integrated to provide 131 
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directional information. Finally, comparing the direction autocorrelations (a measure 132 

of persistence6) of cell trajectory and the maximum extension, revealed that the 133 

leading edge was less persistent than overall cell motion (Figure 1K). These data 134 

highlight that randomly patrolling hemocytes spend significant effort generating 135 

extensions that are independent of cell motion in a mode of motility that has been 136 

termed ‘inefficient’28, 36, suggesting that other behaviors must be involved to provide 137 

their high migratory persistence. 138 

 139 

Actin flow is globally organized in migrating cells  140 

Recent mathematical modeling has suggested that actin retrograde flow may 141 

help establish the inherent persistence of migrating cells33. To examine cell-wide actin 142 

flows in hemocytes and address whether they are correlated with cell motion we 143 

performed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) of LifeAct-GFP expressing cells, which 144 

allows for analysis of global actin flow speed and direction during their migration32. 145 

Global PIV analysis suggested an overall organization to the actin flow with vectors 146 

showing a high degree of alignment and a gradient of high to low flow speed from the 147 

leading edge to the cell body (Figure 2A, Movie 3). As Lifeact-GFP binds actin 148 

indirectly, and is constantly binding and unbinding actin filaments, we wanted to 149 

confirm that PIV was actually highlighting internal motion of the network.  We therefore 150 

labeled hemocyte actin directly with Actin-GFP, and photobleached spots in the 151 

network, which allowed us to directly examine network transit.  Photobleached spots 152 

at the leading edge provided stable fiducial marks, which moved in a retrograde 153 

fashion toward the cell body and mimicked the flowfield of Lifeact-GFP expressing 154 

cells, suggesting the PIV analysis was actually tracking actin motion (Movie 4). In order 155 

to understand how the actin flow was structured we first calculated its divergence, 156 
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which is a local measure of the flux through each point in the flowfield highlighting 157 

sources and sinks in the network. While there was little positive divergence (Figure 158 

S2A), the network showed large regions of high negative divergence at the rear of the 159 

flowing lamellar network immediately adjacent to the cell body of the hemocyte (Figure 160 

2B, Movie 3). In contrast to the rapid fluctuation of the leading edge, these negatively 161 

divergent regions were persistent on the order of 30-60 seconds (Figure S2B). 162 

Furthermore, the regions of negative divergence correlated with zones of actin fiber 163 

deformation and bundling (Figure S2C). Indeed, the presence of the photobleached 164 

Actin-GFP fiducial spots began to disappear in the vicinity of the negatively divergent 165 

regions at the rear of the network suggesting that they represent regions of actin 166 

remodeling and/or destruction (Movie 4). 167 

 In order to examine the global organization of actin flow within hemocytes we 168 

seeded streamlines at each point along the edge of migrating cells. Streamlines are 169 

the lines of continuous tangent to the flow velocity, and therefore highlight a flow path 170 

through the network. The evolution of streamlines during migration showed an overall 171 

organization in the actin flowfield with many streamlines ending within a region of the 172 

lamella anterior to the cell body in the direction of cell travel (Figure 2C, Movie 3). We 173 

calculated the strength of the confluence of streamlines by quantifying the number of 174 

streamlines ending in any one location within the lamella, which revealed a 175 

predominant streamline endpoint that was asymmetrically distributed within the cell 176 

(Figure 2D, Movie 3). Interestingly, this primary streamline endpoint was highly 177 

negatively divergent and tended to represent a region of low actin flow speed (Figure 178 

2E, Movie 3), showing that it represents a large sink within the actin flowfield.  179 

Additionally, the number of sinks correlated with the number of hemocyte lamellae 180 
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suggesting that they may be involved in maintaining cell polarity (Figure S2D,E, Movie 181 

5).   182 

 The primary streamline sink appeared to represent some transition in the actin 183 

flow as its location was strongly correlated with sharp transition from retrograde to 184 

anterograde actin motion (Figure 2F-H), suggesting that they represent a region that 185 

coordinates global actin flow. We hypothesize that these transition regions are 186 

analogous to the retrograde to anterograde transitions observed in the lamellae of 187 

various migrating cells in vitro19, 37-39 and the transition of actin network gripping to 188 

actin network slipping. When we calculated the actin flow speed in the retrograde 189 

region compared to the cell-wide average, this revealed that the actin flow was slower 190 

anterior to the primary sink (i.e. in the retrograde region, Figure S2F), suggesting that 191 

this is where friction with the extracellular environment is highest. While this is 192 

consistent with the actin-clutch hypothesis, we observed no obvious relationship 193 

between actin flow speed and cell speed at this high temporal resolution as has been 194 

hypothesized should occur33, suggesting that this linear relationship between cell 195 

speed and actin flow may not be valid on shorter timescales (Figure S2G). Taken 196 

together, our data suggest that global actin flow in hemocytes is highly organized with 197 

large network sinks that coordinate global actin flow. 198 

 In order to examine whether actin flow organization can be observed in other 199 

migrating cells we examined fish keratocytes, growth cones40, and retinal pigmented 200 

epithelial cells (RPE1) (Figure S3A, Movies 6-8). All cell-types showed similar global 201 

organization of actin flow with streamlines converging at a large network sink deep 202 

within the cell, suggesting that this is a conserved feature of migrating cells.  203 

 204 
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During random migration, the polarity of global actin flow is highly correlated 205 

with hemocyte directionality 206 

We next examined how actin flow organization correlated with leading edge 207 

dynamics and cell directionality. In order to correlate leading edge extension and flow 208 

polarity with cell motion we calculated vectors from the nucleus to defined points within 209 

the cell: maximum extension, streamline sink, and the retrograde/anterograde 210 

transition region. We then correlated the direction of these vectors with the cell’s 211 

direction of motion over 5 s timesteps. This revealed that the primary streamline sink 212 

and the retrograde/anterograde transition region showed a statistically higher 213 

correlation with cell motion when compared with edge extension/retraction (Figure 214 

3A,S4A, Movie 9). Furthermore, we calculated the direction autocorrelation of the 215 

vector to the primary sink to quantify the persistence of the flow polarity, which 216 

revealed that the persistence of the flowfield was higher than the persistence of the 217 

leading edge (Figure 3B). These data suggest that the persistent and coordinated flow 218 

of actin within the cell may be integrating leading edge activity to provide an inherent 219 

persistence to randomly migrating hemocytes.  220 

We next tested if there was a temporal hierarchy of these various migratory 221 

behaviors, which would suggest a stepwise motility process. We examined the 222 

relationship of leading edge extension, actin flow polarity, and cell directionality by 223 

calculating the temporal cross correlation of the direction of each of these vectors. 224 

Interestingly, even at our rapid temporal resolution of 5 s/frame we observed a 225 

maximum correlation at 0-lag highlighting that edge extension, actin flow polarity, and 226 

cell directionality are precisely correlated in time (Figure 3C). This is despite the fact 227 

that these different phenomena are separated by relatively large distances within the 228 

cell (Figure S4B). Considering an actin flow speed of only 4 µm/min, this means that 229 
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new actin filaments, which are predominantly added at the cell edge41, 42, are taking 230 

approximately 2 minutes to reach the primary sink and it is therefore unclear how there 231 

is seemingly instantaneous crosstalk between these behaviours. Nevertheless, these 232 

data highlight that the hypothesized ‘stages’ of migration in hemocytes are highly 233 

integrated in time without any obvious temporal hierarchy. 234 

We next examined the correlation of leading edge activity and the streamline 235 

sink with cell directionality in RPE1 cells to determine whether a similar integration of 236 

migratory behaviors could be observed in another cell-type. Similar to hemocytes, 237 

edge speed in RPE1 cells was uncorrelated with cell speed (Figure S3B). 238 

Furthermore, both the direction of the maximum extension and the primary sink were 239 

correlated with cell motion (Figure S3C,D, Movie 10). Additionally, the direction of the 240 

velocities of the maximum extension, primary sink, and cell motion showed a 241 

maximum correlation at 0-lag, highlighting that, similar to hemocytes, these behaviors 242 

were strongly coordinated (Figure S3E). However, in contrast to hemocytes the 243 

maximum extension and primary sink were equivalently correlated with cell motion 244 

(Figure S3D) suggesting that RPE1 cells are more efficient with regards to the 245 

production of leading edge protrusions during motility.  246 

 247 

During directed migration, leading edge persistence controls hemocyte 248 

directionality 249 

While the organization of global actin flow appeared more important than 250 

leading edge fluctuations in defining the inherent persistence of randomly patrolling 251 

hemocytes, we wondered whether the same would be true during their directed 252 

migration. Hemocytes can be rapidly induced to migrate to epithelial wounds possibly 253 

through hydrogen peroxide release43, 44. When migration behaviors were examined 254 
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during a wound response (Figure S4C, Movies 11,12) there was an increase in the 255 

correlation of the maximum extension and primary sink with cell motion (Figure 256 

3D,S4D-F). Furthermore, there was an increase in leading edge persistence, which 257 

unlike randomly moving cells, closely matched the persistence of other migratory 258 

behaviors (Figure 3E,F,S4G). Interestingly, cells undergoing directed versus random 259 

migration showed equivalent distributions of edge extensions around the cell 260 

perimeter when normalized to the direction of motion (Figure 3G). However, the 261 

resultant edge velocity of these extensions was more correlated to motion in 262 

directionally migrating cells (Figure 3H), suggesting that the wound cue may be 263 

increasing the speed of edge extensions in the direction of the wound site. These 264 

changes in leading edge activity were also correlated with an increase in the 265 

persistence of cells migrating to the wound site (Figure S4H). These data suggest that 266 

the leading edge in hemocytes is more critical for driving migration during chemotactic 267 

responses, which is similar to what has been reported for mammalian dendritic cells21. 268 

 269 

Nonequilibrium fluid-mechanical model spontaneously breaks symmetry, 270 

resulting in highly stable actin flows and persistent motion 271 

To gain mechanistic insight into the connections between actin flows, sinks, 272 

and persistent cell motion, we built a minimal one-dimensional fluid-mechanical model 273 

with active processes based on only four coupled partial differential equations (see SI 274 

and related models for more details45, 46). First, actin polymerizes at the cortex with 275 

nonlinear auto-catalytic dynamics47. Second, active stresses and pressure from actin 276 

polymerization in the cortex induce actin and myosin cortical flows. Third, cytosolic 277 

myosin diffuses and can reversibly bind filamentous cortical actin (F actin). Fourth, 278 

cortical myosin dynamics mirror the processes of the third equation and advect with 279 
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the cortical flow. This minimal model leads to an emergent actin flow profile with a 280 

gradient of myosin intensity and a sink at the rear (Figure 3I). Note in our model, that 281 

retrograde actin flow leads to forward cell motion due to friction at the cell/environment 282 

interface and force balancing45, so that persistent flow translates into persistent cell 283 

motion. Interestingly, this emergent flow profile demonstrated remarkable robustness. 284 

The induction of stable flow was relatively insensitive to changes in actin 285 

polymerization (as long as a threshold level was reached; Figure 3J) or 286 

depolymerization (see SI) but sensitive to changes in myosin levels (Figure 3J). 287 

Additionally, it was relatively difficult to reorient the flow by perturbation of cortical actin 288 

density. When we simulated a single pulse of actin polymerization at a new region of 289 

the cortex (e.g. as would be induced by an external attractant source) the angle of 290 

actin flow – and hence cell motion – was hardly deflected (Figure 3K). However, 291 

increasing the strength of the perturbation had an increased capacity to reorient the 292 

flow (Figure 3L), suggesting that an external cue could steer cell motion by increasing 293 

the strength of actin polymerization. Indeed, this mechanism of cell steering may be 294 

occurring in hemocytes migrating towards wounds as their increase in resultant edge 295 

velocity in the direction of motion is likely driven by increased actin polymerization 296 

(Figure 3G,H). Nevertheless, this minimal model suggests that actin flow organization 297 

is inherently stable and strongly dependent on myosin advection.   298 

 299 

Negatively divergent regions of the actin flowfield represent regions of actin 300 

network strain and disassembly 301 

Due to the presence of stable, negatively divergent regions within the actin 302 

flowfield, we hypothesized that global actin flow may be coordinated by these points 303 

deep within the network. There are two, non-mutually exclusive mechanisms 304 
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hypothesized to contribute to actin flows: motor driven contraction and actin network 305 

disassembly. We therefore examined how the negatively divergent regions of the 306 

network correlated with measures of compression and disassembly. From the PIV 307 

analysis of actin dynamics we first calculated the principal component of the strain 308 

rate, which is quantified from the spatial changes in the actin velocity field; this analysis 309 

of network deformation allowed us to infer regions of the actin network undergoing 310 

tensile or compressive strains and highlighted that the negatively divergent regions 311 

were actually correlated with high rates of compression (Figure 4, Movie 13). We also 312 

modeled the assembly/disassembly within the network by taking into account the actin 313 

intensity and flow information as previously described11. This revealed that the 314 

negatively divergent regions were also correlated with regions of disassembly (Figure 315 

4, Movie 13). These data suggest that the negatively divergent regions of the network 316 

are controlled by a combination of both contraction and disassembly of actin filaments. 317 

 318 

Myosin-II driven contraction and Cofilin-mediated disassembly are essential for 319 

actin flow  320 

We next examined zygotic mutations in non-muscle myosin-II and the actin-321 

severing gene, cofilin, which have both been hypothesized to regulate actin flow 322 

through contraction and severing, respectively11, 48-50. Indeed, homozygous mutation 323 

of either myosin-II or cofilin led to defects in hemocyte dispersal with fewer cells 324 

migrating to reach the ventral surface of the embryo (Figure 5A,B, Movie 14). 325 

Furthermore, while hemocytes were still capable of extending lamellae, both mutations 326 

showed a reduction in cell speed, and similar to what has been observed in cultured 327 

cells in vitro, a reduction in actin flow velocity11, 48, 49, 51, 52 (Figure 5C-E, Movie 15).   328 
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We subsequently examined how the organization of the actin flow was affected 329 

by the absence of either Cofilin or Myosin-II. As mechanical gradients across the 330 

cytoplasm are hypothesized to be a property of polarized motility33, 53, 54, we first 331 

examined the gradient of negative divergence by quantifying linescans of the 332 

divergence maps from the cell body to the lamella boundary. Wild-type cells showed 333 

a gradient of network divergence starting a few microns from the cell edge, which 334 

increased until peaking just before reaching the cell body (Figure 6A,B). In contrast, 335 

in both myosin-II and cofilin mutant cells, the overall divergence values increased and 336 

there was no obvious gradient from front to rear (Figure 6A,B, Movie 16). Furthermore, 337 

the primary streamline sink, which was negatively divergent in wild-type cells, showed 338 

a significant increase in divergence values in the mutants (Figure 6C) suggesting that 339 

Myosin-II and Cofilin are both playing some role in generating sinks within the actin 340 

network. 341 

While the divergence profiles appeared similar in myosin-II and cofilin mutants, 342 

they showed other phenotypes suggestive of unique roles in the regulation of actin 343 

flow when we compared the rates of assembly/disassembly. Linescans of wild-type 344 

cells revealed a gradient of disassembly that peaked at the rear of the network in a 345 

region similar in location to the peak in negative divergence (Figure 6B, D,E). In cofilin 346 

and myosin-II mutant cells, overall disassembly was reduced suggesting that they both 347 

play a role in network destruction (Figure 6D,E, Movie 16), however, the profile of the 348 

disassembly rates was not identical. In the absence of Myosin-II (i.e. only Cofilin-349 

mediated destruction is present) the net disassembly of the network was relatively flat 350 

until reaching the rear of the network. In contrast, in the absence of Cofilin (i.e. only 351 

myosin-mediated destruction is present) there was a similar profile of net disassembly 352 

to wild-type cells, with a peak at the rear of the network that failed to reach levels 353 
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observed in controls (Figure 6 D,E). These data suggest that both Cofilin-mediated 354 

severing and Myosin-II contraction are essential to regulate disassembly, however, 355 

Cofilin is setting a baseline level of actin depolymerization across the network while 356 

Myosin-II is controlling its graded destruction. 357 

Streamline analysis also revealed that the myosin-II mutant cells showed a 358 

much more disorganized actin flow. Quantifying the strength of the streamline sink 359 

revealed that the maximum streamline endpoint in myosin-II mutants accumulated far 360 

fewer streamlines than either wild-type or cofilin mutants (Figure 6F,G, Movie 16). 361 

Furthermore, quantifying a local alignment parameter of the flowfield revealed that 362 

myosin-II mutants specifically had a more disorganized actin flow profile (Figure S5A-363 

C), suggesting that Cofilin on its own is playing a minor role in the global organization 364 

of actin flow. These data suggest that while both contraction and severing are 365 

controlling the strength of actin network sinks, myosin-II is more important in 366 

controlling the long-range coordination of actin flow. 367 

We also examined how changing polymerization dynamics may alter global 368 

actin flow organization. As loss of actin polymerization factors (e.g. Scar and Arp2/3) 369 

lead to a severe and near complete loss of lamellae55, 56 it was not possible to analyze 370 

their role in controlling actin flow. However, Drosophila Ena/Vasp, which antagonizes 371 

capping of actin filaments and enhances leading edge dynamics, has no obvious role 372 

in hemocyte lamellipodia formation, thus allowing us to examine how changing leading 373 

edge activity affects actin flow57. Ena mutant hemocytes showed a reduction in leading 374 

edge activity and consequently a reduction in actin flow speed and an increase in 375 

divergence values (Figure S5D-G, Movie 17). However, we observed no obvious 376 

change in actin flow organization (Figure S5H). Therefore, as predicted by the 377 
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modeling, the emergence of a stable flow profile is likely insensitive to changes in actin 378 

polymerization. 379 

 380 

 381 

A gradient of Myosin-II indirectly leads to actin network contraction 382 

 As myosin-II mutant hemocytes showed a more perturbed organization in actin 383 

flow we hypothesized that a graded distribution of myosin-II may be driving long-range 384 

coordination of the network. Expression of GFP-tagged Myosin-II in hemocytes 385 

revealed Myosin-II puncta flowing within the actin network (Figure 7A,  Movie 18). 386 

Maximum intensity projections of Myosin-II dynamics and linescan analysis revealed 387 

that Myosin-II puncta are indeed present in a gradient from front to rear within 388 

hemocytes (Figure 7A,B), which was similar to what has been observed in various 389 

cells in vitro 11, 53.  390 

 We next hypothesized that Myosin-II may be directly controlling the buildup in 391 

contractile forces causing the network compression that we observed within the 392 

negatively divergent regions of the actin network. We therefore simultaneously 393 

analyzed actin and Myosin-II flows while also calculating the divergence within the 394 

actin flowfield to examine whether Myosin-II would localize to the negatively divergent 395 

regions of the network. To our surprise, we observed little to no correlation of Myosin-396 

II puncta with divergent hotspots (Figure 7C, S6A). Indeed, dynamic analysis of the 397 

divergence revealed that the negatively divergent hotspots often developed adjacent 398 

to Myosin-II puncta and in between dense actin fibers within the network (Figure 7D). 399 

Furthermore, while the negatively divergent regions appeared to be fixed points within 400 

the network, Myosin-II puncta flowed through these regions suggesting that these 401 

stable regions of actin network compression and disassembly are helping drive the 402 
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flowfield (Movie 19). Consistent with this, we observed that myosin puncta, while 403 

moving in the same direction as the overall actin flow, showed a statistically lower 404 

speed, and concomitantly a distinct divergence profile (Figure S6B-E, Movie 20), 405 

which is similar to what was observed in migrating fish keratocytes52. These data 406 

suggest that Myosin-II is not directly responsible for generating local contractile 407 

stresses within the actin network sinks; instead, the points of actin network divergence 408 

are likely an emergent behavior driven by a stable gradient of actin network tension 409 

and disassembly of the network. 410 

 411 

 412 

Discussion 413 

 Here, we have taken advantage of the embryonic migration of hemocytes to 414 

examine stereotypical behaviors hypothesized to control cell motility and determine 415 

how these processes correlate with cell directionality. Contrary to the previous front 416 

driven, lamellipodial-centric model of cell motility, the leading edge in hemocytes is 417 

poorly correlated with instantaneous cell motion with a persistence that is less than 418 

the overall persistence of the cell. Hemocytes spend a significant amount of energy 419 

using cellular extensions to explore their environment rather than directly inducing 420 

motion. While this mode of motility has been termed ‘inefficient’28, 36, this does not 421 

mean that these seemingly extraneous edge fluctuations are non-functional; indeed, 422 

hemocytes are necessary to engulf apoptotic debris58 and evenly deposit extracellular 423 

matrix within the embryo34, and the decoupling of edge extensions from cell motion 424 

may be necessary for hemocytes to efficiently explore their environment to carry out 425 

these critical tasks. Nevertheless, the term ‘leading edge’ is a misnomer as it is not 426 

obviously playing a leading role during random migration of these cells; however, nor 427 
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is it completely uncorrelated with motion. The velocities of edge fluctuations in 428 

hemocytes – despite their inherent noise – are still correlated to motion and therefore 429 

cells must have an intrinsic capacity to integrate this activity in order to ‘decide’ on a 430 

direction of travel, and we speculate that this occurs through the flow of actin within 431 

the cell. Furthermore, edge extensions, actin flow, and cell motion are highly integrated 432 

behaviors with no obvious temporal hierarchy. The migratory process is not obviously 433 

step-wise and in the future only a holistic approach to understanding cell motility may 434 

explain how these migratory behaviors are coordinated in such a precise fashion to 435 

control coherent cell motion. 436 

Our global view of actin flow in hemocytes revealed a highly structured flowfield 437 

that is coordinated across the entire cell. The sinks within the hemocyte actin network 438 

are also similar to what we observed in a number of other cell-types. Indeed, this is 439 

consistent with what was reported in one of the first publications using speckle 440 

microscopy of actin flow by Valloton et al.,37; it is also interesting to note that the 441 

authors of this work presciently noted that organization of the flow, in contrast to the 442 

leading edge, “is time persistent over minutes”, and we hypothesize that this stable 443 

organization of the actin flowfield may be a consistent feature of cell motility.  The 444 

network sink within hemocytes also represents a sudden transition from retrograde to 445 

anterograde actin flow. While actin flows within migrating cells are often generally 446 

termed ‘retrograde flow’ (likely due to the focus on the leading edge), there is 447 

significant anterograde motion of the actin network observed from the rear of 448 

numerous cell-types19, 37-39. Furthermore, consistent with what we observed in 449 

hemocytes, modeling has predicted that the retrograde flow at the front of a migrating 450 

cell will transition to anterograde flow as the adhesions switch from gripping (within 451 

the retrograde region) to slipping (within the anterograde region)59, 60. 452 
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 One outstanding question is, what is controlling the formation and stability of 453 

these network sinks during motility? As the motion of the leading edge and the sinks 454 

are correlated, it is possible that there is information being transmitted between these 455 

two sites. Recent work has suggested that actin flow mediates a coupling between cell 456 

speed and persistence through the advection of polarity cues from the leading edge33 457 

and it is possible that these cues may converge on the network sink to regulate its 458 

stability. Another possibility is that the flowing actin network is inherently stable and 459 

flow patterns may develop spontaneously in the absence of any direct regulation by 460 

signaling cues. Indeed, our minimal fluid-mechanical model of actin flow, in which 461 

flows emerge primarily through myosin-II contraction, leads to a stable ‘sink’ at the 462 

rear and is seemingly insensitive to a number of perturbations. 463 

The destruction of the actin network, which is likely occurring at these network 464 

sinks may also be directly providing forces for locomotion. Disassembly of cytoskeletal 465 

networks can generate force in the absence of motors through entropic contraction 466 

and network remodeling61-65. Due to the absence of any obvious time lag between the 467 

direction of nuclear movement and the primary streamline sink we hypothesize that 468 

the sink may provide the force for motion of the trailing cell body. The major sink 469 

represents a unique region of the network where there is a sharp 470 

retrograde/anterograde flow transition. The actin network on the retrograde side of this 471 

sink (i.e. toward the cell front) is experiencing high friction while the anterograde side 472 

(i.e. toward the rear) is slipping, which may be expected as the integrin adhesions at 473 

the rear of migrating cells have also been shown to slip15. This would imply that the 474 

retrograde region is anchored to the substrate, allowing the forces generated by the 475 

reorganization of the actin network at the sink to drive unidirectional retraction of the 476 

rear of the cell. This mechanism is also consistent with the network-contraction model 477 
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that has been hypothesized to drive rear retraction in other cell-types66 and may 478 

therefore be a more ubiquitous mechanism of cell locomotion. 479 

The organization of actin flow we have observed may have wide-ranging 480 

implications for how cells interpret and respond to migratory cues. Due to the extreme 481 

stability of the global actin flows, it is possible that in some cells a complete loss of 482 

polarity may be required to reset the flow direction and redirect cell motion (e.g. during 483 

run and tumble modes of migration67). The stable actin flow may also be providing a 484 

stable polarity to the cell that enhances the discrimination of guidance cues. While 485 

internal amplification mechanisms through reaction-diffusion signaling modules have 486 

been hypothesized to be required to accurately chemotax towards low concentrations 487 

of guidance cues4, 68, this may be unnecessary. The stable flow of the actin network 488 

itself may be sufficient to provide the directional memory that allows the leading edge 489 

to rapidly sample and read external cues with subtle biases in the noise of edge 490 

fluctuations stabilized and integrated by the actin flow. Indeed, directional memory can 491 

make chemotaxis more efficient and discriminatory69, 70, and while reaction-diffusion 492 

modules have been hypothesized to control this memory71, recent work suggests that 493 

it may also come from the cytoskeleton itself72; our work suggests that it may originate 494 

from the highly coordinated and stable flow of the actin network. 495 
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 504 

Figure Legends 505 

Figure 1. Leading edge fluctuations are a weak predictor of cell directionality 506 

(A-E) Morphodynamic analysis of edge fluctuation in hemocytes by quantifying the 507 

speed of: (A) all edge extensions, (B) the maximum edge extension (longest 508 

contiguous extension of perimeter), (C) extensions in the direction of cell motion (30° 509 

cone), (D) edge extensions and retractions in the direction of motion, and (E) all edge 510 

extensions and retractions (green = extension; magenta = retraction; for display 511 

purposes ‘A-E’ only show unit vectors; scale bar = 10 µm.).  512 

(F) Comparison of cell speed with the speed of edge fluctuations as measured in ‘A-513 

E’ reveals that protrusion speed is significantly different to instantaneous cell speed. 514 

***P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test. The boxplot 515 

shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th 516 

as whiskers (n = 443 for all samples). 517 

(G) A representative snapshot of a randomly migrating hemocyte with edge extensions 518 

automatically segmented. Vectors are drawn from the nucleus to each individual 519 

extension (blue arrows) and correlated with the direction of cell motion (magenta 520 

arrow) in panel ‘H’. Scale bar = 10 µm. 521 

(H) A rose plot showing the direction of all extension vectors normalized to the 522 

direction of cell motion. 523 

(I) A representative snapshot of a randomly migrating hemocyte with the maximum 524 

edge extension (by area) automatically segmented. Vectors are drawn from the 525 
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nucleus to the centroid of the maximum extension (green arrow) and correlated with 526 

the direction of cell motion (magenta arrow) in ‘J’. 527 

(J) A rose plot showing the direction of the maximum extension vectors normalized to 528 

the direction of cell motion.  529 

(K) Direction autocorrelation comparing the persistence of cell motion and maximum 530 

edge extension showing that the maximum edge extension is less persistent than 531 

overall cell motion. Dotted lines are real data and solid lines represent fitted decay 532 

curves.  533 

 534 

Figure 2. Actin retrograde flow is globally organized in migrating hemocytes 535 

(A) Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) analysis performed on a LifeAct-GFP expressing 536 

cell to highlight the direction and magnitude of global actin flow. The region of the 537 

flowfield without vectors represents the soma of the hemocyte, which has no 538 

observable actin flow, and this cell body information was removed for all subsequent 539 

quantification (scale bar = 10 µm). 540 

(B) Divergence calculated from the actin flowfield to highlight sinks within the actin 541 

network. In this image only negatively divergent regions are highlighted.  542 

(C) Streamlines calculated from the actin flowfield in which streamlines were seeded 543 

along the entire boundary of the cell, which reveals the overall organization through 544 

the flowing network.  545 

(D) The confluence of streamlines quantified by calculating the number of streamlines 546 

ending in any one particular location within the cell. In this image, the size of the spot 547 

is normalized to the number of streamline endpoints at each location.  548 

(E) The actin flow divergence calculated at the primary sink and compared to the 549 

divergence values averaged across the entire cell, which revealed that the sink is more 550 

negatively divergent. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows 551 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as 552 

whiskers (n = 443 for all samples). 553 

(F) A correlation map in which the direction of cell motion was correlated to the 554 

direction of every actin flow vector within the cell. Note that a positive correlation 555 

highlights anterograde flow while a negative correlation denotes retrograde flow. The 556 

dashed circle indicates the location of the primary streamline sink in this frame of the 557 

time-lapse movie.  558 
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(G) Quantification of the gradient of the correlation map in ‘F’ reveals sharp transition 559 

regions within the flowfield. The dashed circle indicates the location of the primary 560 

streamline sink in this frame of the time-lapse movie.  561 

(H) Quantification of the gradient of the retrograde/anterograde flow correlation at the 562 

primary streamline sinks compared to the gradient values averaged across the entire 563 

cell, which reveals that the sink represents a region of steep retrograde/anterograde 564 

flow transition. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows 565 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as 566 

whiskers (n = 443 for all samples). 567 

 568 

 569 

Figure 3. The polarity of global actin flow is highly stable and correlated to 570 

hemocyte motion during random and directed migration  571 

(A) The left panel shows a schematic depicting the regions of the cell that are 572 

correlated to cell motion in the adjacent boxplot. These regions include: the primary 573 

streamline sink; the position of the peak retrograde/anterograde gradient; and the 574 

maximum edge extension. Vectors are drawn from the nucleus to each of these 575 

regions of the cell (the position vector to the maximum extension is shown as an 576 

example) and correlated to the direction of cell motion. The boxplot shows that the 577 

primary sink and the peak gradient are strongly correlated with the direction of motion 578 

compared to the maximum extension. ***P < 0.001, Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s 579 

multiple comparison test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th 580 

percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as whiskers (n = 443 for all samples). 581 

(B) Direction autocorrelation comparing the persistence of cell motion, maximum edge 582 

extension, and the primary streamline sink during random migration. Dotted lines are 583 

real data and solid lines represent fitted decay curves. Note that the primary streamline 584 

sink is more persistent than the maximum extension (autocorrelations for cell motion 585 

and maximum extension are from Figure 1K). 586 

(C) Temporal cross correlation comparing the direction of cell motion, maximum edge 587 

extension, and the primary streamline sink, which reveals a peak correlation at 0-lag 588 

showing no obvious temporal hierarchy in these migratory parameters.  589 

(D) Visualization of all hemocyte edge extensions (green) during random and directed 590 

migration. 591 
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(E) A schematic of a cell undergoing directed migration depicting the correlation of 592 

migratory parameters as in ‘A’.  593 

(F) Direction autocorrelation comparing the persistence of cell motion, maximum edge 594 

extension, and the primary streamline sink during directed migration. Dotted lines are 595 

real data and solid lines represent fitted decay curves. Note the slower decay in these 596 

parameters during directed migration compared to random migration in ‘B’. 597 

(G) Correlation of the average edge extension velocities (unit vectors, i.e. direction 598 

only) to the direction of cell motion in cells undergoing random versus directed motion.  599 

Note that there is no difference in the distribution of edge extensions around the cell 600 

perimeter. Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 601 

25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as whiskers (n = 33617 for random, 602 

n = 19486 for directed). 603 

(H) Correlation of the resultant edge extension velocities (i.e. direction and magnitude) 604 

to the direction of motion, showing an increased correlation in cells undergoing 605 

directed migration. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows 606 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as 607 

whiskers (n = 443 for random, n = 272 for directed). 608 

 (I) A minimal one-dimensional fluid-mechanical model (see SI for mathematical 609 

details) shows that myosin contraction can spontaneously lead to acto-myosin cortical 610 

flows with a sink at the cell rear corresponding with a peak in myosin concentration 611 

(θ = 0). 612 

(J) Linear stability analysis around an initially homogeneous steady state of actin and 613 

myosin shows (1) that fluctuations grow into patterned flows once threshold values for 614 

myosin levels (µ0) and actin polymerization rate (kp) are reached (blue region is 615 

denotes decay of fluctuations while red denotes growth), and (2) that the emergence 616 

of flows is sensitive to myosin levels (steep dependence) and insensitive to rate 617 

changes (flat dependence).   618 

(K,L) Actin flows are stable with respect to perturbations in actin ‘polymerization’ (e.g. 619 

due to external stimulus). (K) Angular location of myosin peak and hence direction of 620 

cell migration, qmotion, (red solid line) as a function of the angle of actin perturbation, 621 

qperturb, (black dashed line). Note that the angle at which the perturbation occurs has 622 

little effect on the direction of actin flow.  623 
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(L) Angular location of myosin peak and cell motion as a function of the strength of 624 

actin perturbation, sperturb. In this case the angle of perturbation (black dashed line) 625 

was kept constant while varying its strength. Similar to panel ‘K’, the actual direction 626 

of motion (red solid line) was relatively stable with respect to the perturbation.  Note 627 

that a small reorientation of the direction of motion is possible with an increase in the 628 

strength of the perturbation.  629 

 630 

Figure 4. Negatively divergent regions of the actin flowfield represent regions of 631 

actin network strain and disassembly 632 

(A-C) Heatmaps comparing the quantification of divergence (A), network compression 633 

(B), and actin network disassembly (C) in an individual hemocyte. Bottom panels are 634 

high magnification images of the boxes outlined in the upper panels. Note the partial 635 

overlap of these parameters.  636 

(D) Scatter plot comparing a random sample of points in the actin flowfield for 637 

divergence and principal strain. Note the positive relationship between negative 638 

divergence and the negative values of the principal strain (i.e. compression). 639 

(E) Scatter plot comparing a random sample of points in the actin flowfield for 640 

divergence and amount of assembly/disassembly within the actin network. Note the 641 

positive relationship between negative divergence and the amount of disassembly.  642 

 643 

Figure 5. Loss of Myosin-II and Cofilin lead to reduced actin flow and cell speed 644 

(A) Images of hemocytes on the ventral surface of Drosophila embryos in wild-type, 645 

myosin-II, and cofilin mutant embryos. LifeAct-GFP is shown in green, nuclei are 646 

labeled in magenta. Scale bar = 30 µm. 647 

(B) Temporal average projection of wild-type, myosin-II, and cofilin mutant embryos, 648 

highlighting domains occupied by migrating hemocytes. Note that the mutant embryos 649 

display a less homogenous domain distribution. Scale bar = 30 µm. 650 

(C) PIV analysis of actin flow in wild-type, myosin-II, and cofilin mutant cells.  651 

(D) Quantification of mean cell speed in wild-type and mutant cells showing that both 652 

myosin-II and cofilin mutant hemocytes are slower than wild-type cells. ***P < 0.001, 653 

ordinary one-way ANOVA test and Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparison test. The 654 

boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 655 

minimum and maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 656 

9 for all samples). 657 
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(E) Quantification of mean actin flow speed in wild-type and mutant cells. Both myosin-658 

II and cofilin mutant hemocytes are slower than wild-type cells. ***P < 0.001, ordinary 659 

one-way ANOVA test and Holm-Sidak’s multiple comparison test. The boxplot shows 660 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and 661 

maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all 662 

samples). 663 

 664 

Figure 6. A gradient of Myosin-II driven contraction is essential for global 665 

organization of actin flow 666 

(A) Heatmaps comparing the quantification of divergence in wild-type, myosin-II, and 667 

cofilin mutant hemocytes.  668 

(B) Quantification of the mean divergence values in wild-type and mutant cells 669 

calculated by drawing linescans from the cell body to the edge. Error bars = SEM. 670 

(C) Quantification of the mean divergence at primary sink in wild-type and mutant cells, 671 

which reveals that mutants have an increase in divergence values highlighting a 672 

reduction in network compression. ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test and 673 

the Dunn’s multiple comparison test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th 674 

and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and maximum values as whiskers; each 675 

datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all samples). 676 

(D) Heatmaps comparing the quantification of actin disassembly in wild-type and 677 

mutant cells. 678 

(E) Quantification of the mean assembly/disassembly values in wild-type and mutant 679 

cells calculated by drawing linescans from the cell body to the edge as in ‘B’. Error 680 

bars = SEM. 681 

(F) Images highlighting an analysis of streamlines through the actin flowfield in wild-682 

type and mutant cells. Note the disorganized streamlines in myosin-II mutants.  683 

(G) Quantification of the percentage of streamlines that end at the primary sink in wild-684 

type and mutant cells. Note that myosin-II mutants show a significant reduction in their 685 

streamline confluence compared to wild-type or cofilin mutant cells. **P < 0.01, 686 

Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test. The boxplot shows medians 687 

as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and maximum values 688 

as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all samples). 689 

 690 

Figure 7. A gradient of Myosin-II indirectly leads to actin network contraction 691 
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(A) Temporal maximum projection of a Myosin-II-GFP expressing hemocyte 692 

highlighting that Myosin-II puncta within the lamellae are predominantly toward the 693 

rear of the network surrounding the cell body.  Scale bar = 10 µm. 694 

(B) Linescan analysis of Actin and Myosin-II localization within hemocytes. The plot 695 

profile of fluorescence intensity was performed on randomly chosen lines within the 696 

lamellae from the cell body towards the edge (see insert). Note that the average 697 

intensity of Myosin-II is high toward the cell body and decreases in a gradient 698 

approaching the edge, whereas Actin intensity remains constant. Error bars = SEM. 699 

(C) Comparison of Actin and Myosin-II localization with actin flow divergence. Bottom 700 

panels are high magnification images of the boxes outlined in upper panels. Asterisks 701 

highlight regions of strong negative divergence, which show no obvious colocalization 702 

with Myosin-II. Scale bar = 10 µm. 703 

(D) Time-lapse series comparing Actin and Myosin-II localization with actin flow 704 

divergence. Circles highlight example regions of strong negative divergence. Note that 705 

the negatively divergent regions are adjacent to Myosin-II puncta. 706 

 707 

 708 

 709 

Supplementary Figure Legends  710 

Supplementary Figure 1. Related to Figure 1. 711 

(A) Three examples of cell contour analysis during hemocyte migration revealing 712 

highly dynamic edge activity. 713 

(B) Left panel reveals a representative snapshot of a randomly migrating hemocyte 714 

with the maximum edge extension (green) and retraction (magenta) automatically 715 

tracked and compared to the direction of cell motion (white). Right panel shows that 716 

the maximum extension and retraction are positively and negatively correlated to 717 

motion.  Note the high variance in the distribution. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-718 

tailed test. The graph shows mean and SD as bars; each datapoint is displayed as a 719 

dot (n = 443 for all samples). 720 

(C) Left panel shows a representative snapshot of all extension vectors around the 721 

cell perimeter (green) and maximum extension vectors based on the longest 722 

contiguous extension (blue). White arrow shows the direction of cell motion. Right 723 

panel shows the correlation of the resultant velocity of extension vectors to the 724 
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direction of motion, showing that the resultant of all extensions is better correlated than 725 

maximum extension alone. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot 726 

shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th 727 

as whiskers (n = 443 for all samples). 728 

 729 

Supplementary Figure 2. Related to Figure 2. 730 

(A) Probability density function (PDF) examining the distribution of divergence values 731 

within the actin flowfield. Note that most of the measured divergence within the actin 732 

flowfield is negative in value.  733 

(B) Time-lapse series of divergence measurements within the actin flowfield during 734 

hemocyte migration. Dashed circle highlights a region of strong negative divergence 735 

that is persistent in time within the network.  736 

(C) Time-lapse series of a LifeAct-GFP labeled hemocyte in which the direction of the 737 

actin flow and divergence of the flowfield were quantified. The bottom panel is a high 738 

magnification image of the boxes in the upper panel showing the direction of the actin 739 

flowfield (arrows) color coded for the strength of the negative divergence. Note that in 740 

the center of the flowfield is a region of actin network deformation which correlates 741 

with strong negative divergence.  742 

(D) Comparison of streamlines with the speed and divergence of global actin flow. The 743 

dashed circle highlights the streamline sink in this frame of the time-lapse movie 744 

positioned within a region of low flow speed and high negative divergence.  745 

(E) Example image of a hemocyte with sustained bipolar protrusions and opposing 746 

streamline sinks. Note the strong negative divergence within both streamline sinks. 747 

Scale bar = 10 µm. 748 

(F) Quantification of the mean cell-wide actin flow speed versus retrograde actin flow 749 

speed. Note that the actin flow speed is significantly reduced in the retrograde region. 750 

***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as central 751 

lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as whiskers (n = 443 for all 752 

samples). 753 

(G) Comparison of instantaneous cell speed with average global actin flow speed (left), 754 

flow speed within the retrograde region only (middle), and flow speed in the direction 755 

of motion (right). Note that there is no significant correlation in any of these 756 

comparisons. 757 

 758 
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 759 

Supplementary Figure 3. Related to Figures 2 and 3. 760 

(A) PIV, divergence, streamline analysis, and quantification of streamline sinks of 761 

cultured cells containing labeled actin. Representative snapshots are displayed for a 762 

fish keratocyte (scale bar = 10 µm), a neural growth cone (scale bar = 5 µm), and a 763 

Retinal Pigment Epithelium (RPE1) cell (scale bar = 10 µm). 764 

(B) Comparison of cell speed with the speed of the maximum edge extension in RPE1 765 

cells reveals that protrusion speed is significantly higher than instantaneous cell 766 

speed. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as 767 

central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th as whiskers (n = 247 768 

for all samples). 769 

(C) Example cell track of an RPE1 cell in which the unit vectors of the maximum edge 770 

extension or the primary streamline sink were superimposed.  771 

(D) Temporal cross correlation comparing the direction of cell motion, maximum edge 772 

extension, and the maximum streamline sink in RPE1 cells, which reveals a peak 773 

correlation at 0-lag showing no obvious temporal hierarchy in these migratory 774 

parameters.  775 

(E) Correlation of the primary streamline sink and the maximum edge extension 776 

vectors to the direction of cell motion in RPE1 cells.  Note that that both are strongly 777 

correlated with the direction of cell motion. Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot 778 

shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th 779 

as whiskers (n = 247 for all samples). 780 

 781 

Supplementary Figure 4. Related to Figure 3. 782 

(A) Example cell track of a randomly migrating hemocyte in which the unit vectors of 783 

the maximum edge extension or the primary streamline sink are superimposed. Note 784 

that the direction of the primary sink appears better correlated with the direction of cell 785 

motion.  786 

(B) Probability density function (PDF) comparing the distribution of distances from the 787 

nucleus to the maximum edge extension and the nucleus to the primary streamline 788 

sink.  789 

(C) Time-lapse series of hemocytes migrating directionally to a laser wound (asterisk) 790 

in the embryo. LifeAct-GFP is shown in green, nuclei are labeled in magenta. Scale 791 

bar = 30 µm.  792 
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(D) Rose plot showing the direction of maximum extensions normalized to the direction 793 

of motion comparing random migration (black outline) to directed motion (green).  794 

(E) Rose plot showing the direction of the primary streamline sink normalized to the 795 

direction of cell motion comparing random migration (black outline) to directed motion 796 

(blue). 797 

(F) Correlation of the direction of the maximum extension and primary streamline sink 798 

to the direction of cell motion. Note that both parameters are more highly correlated in 799 

cells undergoing directed migration. *P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney two-tailed tests. The 800 

boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th 801 

and 90th as whiskers (n = 443 for random, n = 272 for directed). 802 

(G) Comparison of the direction autocorrelations of cell motion (left), the primary 803 

streamline sink (middle), and the maximum edge extension (right) during random and 804 

directed migration. Note the slower decay in the autocorrelations of all parameters 805 

during directed migration suggesting increased persistence. 806 

(H) Quantification of the directionality ratio shows higher persistence in cells 807 

undergoing directed migration (walking average over 60 s intervals). *P < 0.05, Mann-808 

Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th 809 

percentiles as box limits, minimum and maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint 810 

is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for random, n = 5 for directed). 811 

 812 

Supplementary Figure 5. Related to Figure 6. 813 

(A) Schematic showing an example of the alignment analysis of actin flow. The 814 

average cosine similarity between a reference velocity vector (F(r)) and its 8 nearest 815 

neighbours (F(n)) is calculated. This local analysis of alignment is calculated for every 816 

vector in the field and averaged to produce the mean alignment for each genotype, 817 

which reflects the organization of the actin flows.  818 

(B) Color coded heatmap of the degree of alignment within the flowfield in wild-type 819 

and mutant cells with a value of 1 meaning perfect alignment.  820 

(C) Boxplot representing average alignment of the actin flowfield. Note that the flow in 821 

myosin-II mutant cells is more disorganized than either wild-type or cofilin mutant cells. 822 

**P < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis test and Dunn’s multiple comparison test. The boxplot 823 

shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and 824 

maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all 825 

samples). 826 
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(D) PIV, divergence, streamline, and streamline sink analysis of LifeAct-GFP 827 

expressing wild-type and ena mutant cells. Scale bar = 10 µm. 828 

(E) Comparison of the speed of edge extensions in wild-type and ena mutant cells 829 

reveals that edge speed is significantly lower in mutants. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney 830 

two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles 831 

as box limits, 10th and 90th as whiskers (n = 443 for wild-type, n = 509 for ena mutants). 832 

(F) Quantification of mean actin flow speed in wild-type and ena mutant cells reveals 833 

that actin flow is slower in mutants. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The 834 

boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 835 

minimum and maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 836 

9 for all samples). 837 

(G) The primary streamline sink is more strongly negatively divergent and stronger in 838 

the wild-type cells. ***P < 0.001, Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows 839 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and 840 

maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all 841 

samples). 842 

(H) Quantification of the percentage of streamlines that end at the primary sink in wild-843 

type and ena mutant cells. Note that ena mutants show a similar level of streamline 844 

confluence to wild-type cells. Mann-Whitney two-tailed test. The boxplot shows 845 

medians as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and 846 

maximum values as whiskers; each datapoint is displayed as a dot (n = 9 for all 847 

samples). 848 

 849 

Supplementary Figure 6. Related to Figure 7. 850 

(A) Scatter plot of Myosin-II intensity and actin divergence for each point in the lamella 851 

of a hemocyte reveals no relationship between Myosin levels and strength of 852 

divergence. 853 

(B) PIV analysis of actin and Myosin-II flow performed simultaneously in a migrating 854 

hemocyte. 855 

(C) Correlation of the direction of actin and Myosin-II flow from simultaneous PIV 856 

analysis reveals that their direction of motion is nearly identical. The boxplot shows 857 

median as central lines, 25th and 75th percentiles as box limits, 10th and 90th percentiles 858 

as whiskers (n = 147). 859 
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(D) Comparison of actin and Myosin-II flow speed from simultaneous PIV analysis 860 

reveals that Myosin-II motion is significantly slower. ***P < 0.001, Wilcoxon matched-861 

pairs signed rank two-tailed test. The boxplot shows medians as central lines, 25th and 862 

75th percentiles as box limits, minimum and maximum values as whiskers (n = 142 for 863 

all samples). 864 

(E) Comparison of actin and Myosin-II divergence from simultaneous PIV analysis 865 

reveals that they have distinct profiles.  866 

 867 

 868 

 869 

 870 

Supplementary Movie Legends  871 

Supplementary Movie 1. Related to Figure 1 872 

Automatic tracking of a hemocyte comparing tracking of the cell centroid (magenta) or 873 

the nucleus (green). Note that in hemocytes at this temporal resolution (5 s/frame), 874 

tracking the cell centroid reflects overall shape changes more than cell motion. In 875 

contrast, the nucleus represents a fixed fiducial marker within the cell that more 876 

accurately reflects cell movement. 877 

  878 

Supplementary Movie 2. Related to Figure 1 879 

Time-lapse movie of a randomly migrating hemocyte in which edge extensions were 880 

automatically segmented. Vectors (green arrows) were drawn from the nucleus to 881 

either each individual extension or the maximum extension (extension of the largest 882 

contiguous area), while simultaneously tracking the cell direction of travel (magenta 883 

arrow).  884 

 885 

Supplementary Movie 3. Related to Figure 2. 886 

Time-lapse movie of a randomly migrating hemocyte in which analysis of the actin 887 

flowfield was conducted using PIV, divergence, streamlines, and streamline sinks (the 888 

size of the spots are normalized to the number of streamlines ending within a defined 889 

region).  890 

 891 

Supplementary Movie 4. Related to Figure 2. 892 
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Time-lapse movie of a hemocyte expressing GFP-actin (left panel) to directly label the 893 

actin network. A region within the network was photobleached (highlighted by the 894 

circle) and subsequently tracked as it transited through the lamella.  Note that the 895 

bleached spot moves through the lamella in a direction predicted by the PIV (middle 896 

panel) and begins to disappear at the rear of the network, which shows an increase in 897 

negative divergence (right panel). 898 

 899 

 900 

Supplementary Movie 5. Related to Supplementary Figure 2. 901 

Time-lapse movies of a randomly migrating bipolar hemocyte in which the sinks 902 

colocalize with the negative divergent regions.  Note that two independent sinks 903 

develop at the time when the cell develops a bipolar shape. 904 

 905 

Supplementary Movie 6. Related to Supplementary Figure 3. 906 

Time-lapse movie of a fish keratocyte in which analysis of the actin flowfield was 907 

conducted using PIV, divergence, streamlines, and streamline sinks.  908 

 909 

Supplementary Movie 7. Related to Supplementary Figure 3. 910 

Time-lapse movie of a neural growth cone in which analysis of the actin flowfield was 911 

conducted using PIV, divergence, streamlines, and streamline sinks. 912 

 913 

Supplementary Movie 8. Related to Supplementary Figure 3. 914 

Time-lapse movie of an RPE1 cell in which analysis of the actin flowfield was 915 

conducted using PIV, divergence, streamlines, and streamline sinks. 916 

 917 

Supplementary Movie 9. Related to Figure 3. 918 

Time-lapse movie of a randomly migrating hemocyte comparing the direction of motion 919 

(white arrow) to either the direction to the maximum extension (green arrow) or the 920 

primary sink (magenta arrow). 921 

 922 

Supplementary Movie 10. Related to Supplementary Figure 3. 923 

Time-lapse movie of an RPE1 cell in which cell motion, edge extensions, and 924 

streamline sink were automatically tracked. Vectors were drawn from the nucleus to 925 
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the maximum extension (green arrow), and the primary sink (magenta arrow), while 926 

simultaneously showing cell trajectory (white arrow).  927 

 928 

 929 

Supplementary Movie 11. Related to Figure 3. 930 

Time-lapse movie of hemocytes migrating towards a laser wound (asterisk). LifeAct 931 

GFP is shown in green, nuclei are labelled in magenta. 932 

 933 

Supplementary Movie 12. Related to Figure 3. 934 

Time-lapse movie of a randomly and a directionally migrating hemocyte highlighting 935 

the vector to their maximum edge extension (green) along with their direction of travel 936 

(white arrow). Asterisk denotes the wound site. 937 

 938 

Supplementary Movie 13. Related to Figure 4. 939 

Time-lapse movie of a randomly migrating hemocyte comparing negative divergence, 940 

compression, and actin disassembly.  941 

 942 

Supplementary Movie 14. Related to Figure 5. 943 

Time-lapse movies of wild-type, myosin-II, and cofilin mutant hemocytes undergoing 944 

developmental dispersal (LifeAct GFP is shown in green, nuclei are labelled in 945 

magenta). 946 

 947 

Supplementary Movie 15. Related to Figure 5. 948 

Time-lapse movies of PIV analysis of actin flow on wild-type, myosin-II, and cofilin 949 

mutant hemocytes expressing LifeAct-GFP. 950 

 951 

Supplementary Movie 16. Related to Figure 6. 952 

Time-lapse movies wild-type, myosin-II, and cofilin mutant cells analyzed for 953 

divergence, disassembly, and streamlines of the actin flow. 954 

 955 

Supplementary Movie 17. Related to Supplementary Figure 6. 956 

Time-lapse movie of an ena mutant cell in which analysis of the actin flowfield was 957 

conducted using PIV, divergence, streamlines, and streamline sinks. 958 

 959 
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Supplementary Movie 18. Related to Figure 7. 960 

Time-lapse movie of a hemocyte containing fluorescently labelled Actin and Myosin-961 

II. 962 

 963 

Supplementary Movie 19. Related to Figure 7. 964 

Time-lapse movie of a hemocyte showing divergence of the actin flow and the location 965 

of Actin and Myosin-II.  Crosses highlight transient regions of strong negative 966 

divergence.  Note that the Myosin-II puncta do not accumulate at regions of negative 967 

divergence and instead continue to flow through. 968 

 969 

 970 

Supplementary Movie 20. Related to Figure 7. 971 

Time-lapse movie of PIV analysis and divergence of actin and Myosin-II flow 972 

performed simultaneously in a migrating hemocyte. 973 

 974 
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Materials and methods  975 

 976 

Fly genetics 977 

The following fly stocks were used in this study: w1118 strain as wild-type 978 

(Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center (BDSC), BL3605); myosin-II mutant (BDSC, 979 

BL4199); cofilin mutant (BDSC, BL9107). Hemocytes were labeled using the 980 

promoters, Srp-Gal4 73 or Sn-Gal4 74. The following fluorescent probes were used to 981 

label: nuclei [UAS-RedStinger, (BDSC, BL8546 and 8547]; actin [UAS-LifeAct-GFP 74 982 

or UAS-Moesin-Cherry 75]; Myosin-II heavy chain [(UAS-Zip-GFP) 76]. Flies were left 983 

to lay eggs on grape juice/agar plates overnight at 25°C. Embryos were dechorionated 984 

in bleach and the appropriate genotype was identified based on the presence 985 

of fluorescent markers. 986 

 987 

Cell lines 988 

 989 

Microscopy  990 

Embryos were mounted as previously described4 and time-lapse images were 991 

acquired every 5 s with a PerkinElmer Ultraview spinning disk microscope equipped 992 

with a 63x NA 1.4 Plan-Apochromat oil objective during developmental dispersal 993 

(stages 15–16). Whole embryo snapshots were taken using the LSM 880 confocal 994 

microscope (Carl Zeiss) equipped with a 40x NA 1.3 Plan-Apochromat oil objective.  995 

 996 

Data analysis 997 

For the characterization of control hemocyte migratory parameters (i.e. direction 998 

autocorrelation, retrograde flow speed, streamline analysis, divergence, principal 999 

strain, assembly/disassembly, and flow alignment) data were gathered on a per/frame 1000 

basis from 9 individual cells each imaged over approximately 4-5 minutes at intervals 1001 

of 5 s/frame, representing an n number of 443 time-points. When comparing control 1002 

and mutant genotypes, statistical tests were performed on a per cell basis due to the 1003 

partial penetrance of the various mutant phenotypes. Here, comparisons were made 1004 

between the 9 control cells, 9 myosin-II mutants, and 9 cofilin mutants. The specific 1005 

statistical test, as well as the thresholds for significance are noted in the respective 1006 

figure legends. The raw data that support the findings of this study are available from 1007 
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the corresponding author upon reasonable request [BS]. The computational analysis 1008 

was performed in MATLAB (Mathworks®) using custom code, which can be obtained 1009 

from the corresponding author upon reasonable request [BS].  1010 

 1011 

Wounding 1012 

Laser wounding was performed using an ablation laser (MicroPoint; Andor 1013 

Technology) as previously described 44 and imaged using a Perkin Elmer spinning 1014 

disk microscope. 1015 

 1016 

Quantification of Moesin-Cherry and Myosin-GFP fluorescence 1017 

In order to quantify the spatial distribution of Actin and Myosin-II within hemocytes, 1018 

cells expressing Moesin-Cherry and Myosin-II-GFP were sampled by linescan 1019 

analysis to measure average fluorescence intensity. Fiji line and profile functions were 1020 

used to draw and record 2 μm wide lines from the cell body boundary to the cell edge 1021 

in 12 different cells.  1022 

 1023 

Cell tracking  1024 

Hemocytes containing labeled nuclei were first thresholded in Fiji. Tracking was then 1025 

performed in MATLAB by calculating the positions of the centroid of the nucleus 1026 

through time. 1027 

 1028 

Particle Image Velocimetry 1029 

Time-lapse images of freely moving hemocytes were acquired at 5 s/frame. Actin 1030 

was labeled with LifeAct-GFP for all figures with the exception of Figure 7 and 1031 

Supplementary Figure 6, which used Moesin-Cherry in conjunction with Myosin-II-1032 

GFP (Drosophila non-muscle myosin heavy chain) Cells were then manually 1033 

segmented prior to PIV analysis. 1034 

There is no grossly observable actin flow behavior within the cell body of the 1035 

hemocytes, therefore information from the cell body was removed by manually 1036 

segmenting the cell body region and using this as a mask to remove PIV values. The 1037 

actin flow PIV information is therefore entirely from within the lamellae. To observe 1038 

Myosin-II flow in the lamellae, the signal from the cell body was oversaturated. For this 1039 

reason, no PIV information could be obtained from the cell body region and it was 1040 
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excluded from the myosin flow PIV analysis and its actin flow counterpart (Figure S6D-1041 

G). 1042 

A 2D cross-correlation algorithm adapted from classical PIV was 1043 

implemented32. In brief, this method compares a region of interest in an image (source 1044 

image) with a larger region of a subsequent image (search image). The sizes of the 1045 

source and search regions are determined on the basis of the feature size to be 1046 

tracked and the area of their expected displacement (i.e. actin bundles). For this 1047 

analysis, source and search images encompassing areas of 1.2 μm2 and 2 μm2 were 1048 

used. A cross-correlation map was computed by analyzing the cross-correlation 1049 

coefficient between the source image and the search image, by shifting the source 1050 

across the search one pixel at a time. Network displacement was measured by finding 1051 

the maximum coefficient within the resulting cross-correlation map. To filter 1052 

anomalous tracking data, only displacements that had a cross-correlation coefficient 1053 

above a certain threshold, c0, were kept. For the present work, the threshold was set 1054 

at c0 = 0.5. Finally, a spatial convolution with a Gaussian kernel (size of 5 µm, sigma 1055 

of 1 μm), and temporal convolution with temporal kernel of 20 s (sigma 10 s) were 1056 

used to interpolate the measured displacements to cover all the pixels within the cell 1057 

outline. The complete algorithm for this analysis was implemented in MATLAB.  1058 

 1059 

Defining retrograde and anterograde flow regions  1060 

Retrograde and anterograde flow were defined with respect to their respective 1061 

alignment to cell motion. The direction of the actin flow at every point within the 1062 

lamellae was correlated with the instantaneous direction of cell motion using the 1063 

cosine of the angle between these velocity vectors. Retrograde flow was defined as a 1064 

negative correlation while anterograde flow was a positive correlation to cell motion. 1065 

 1066 

Streamlines 1067 

Streamlines were used to assess the global organization of the actin flowfield. Here 1068 

each line is drawn tangent to a local velocity vector and describes a path that a 1069 

massless particle would take if entering the actin flowfield at that point (MATLAB 1070 

stream2 function). The seed points for the streamlines were placed at every pixel along 1071 

the cell boundary. For visualization purposes streamlines were represented at regular 1072 

intervals (MATLAB streamslice function). Line Integral Convolution was employed to 1073 

represent global streamline activity (Figure S2D) utilizing an open source vector field 1074 
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visualization toolkit (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/~nima/). Streamline sinks were defined by 1075 

quantifying the frequency of streamline termini within non-overlapping 2.5 μm2 regions 1076 

of the cell image and the coordinates of these endpoints were set at the center of the 1077 

boxes. For position vector analysis of these endpoints, vectors were constructed from 1078 

the centroid of the nucleus to the endpoint coordinates.  1079 

 1080 

Principal strain 1081 

Local deformation of the actin network can be quantified by evaluation of the principal 1082 

strains which are derived from local velocity changes obtained by PIV. The relative 1083 

positional changes of points within a deforming body are described with a velocity 1084 

tensor, which is computed based on a central difference estimation over 2.5 µm in 1085 

both spatial dimensions. 1086 
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 1088 

Decomposition of the velocity gradient provides a symmetric and an 1089 

antisymmetric component, with the symmetric part being the strain rate tensor. This 1090 

strain rate tensor is defined as . = /
0
(! + !3). Decomposition of . yields the 1091 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the deformation, where eigenvectors denote the 1092 

principle axes of the deformation and eigenvalues the principle components of the 1093 

strain rate tensor. The eigenvalues sign accounts for compressive (negative) or tensile 1094 

(positive) strain. We observed very little tensile strain inside the network along the 1095 

major axis. Therefore, for visualization purposes, only the principal strain denoting 1096 

compression was shown. For visual representation of control cells the principal strain 1097 

field was normalized between -1 and 0. For comparing the principal strain field 1098 

between genotypes, no normalization was performed because of the reduction of the 1099 

strain values in the mutant conditions, however the colormap scaling was fixed 1100 

between genotypes. 1101 

 1102 

Divergence and network turnover analysis 1103 

For quantification of divergence a central difference scheme was implemented to 1104 

compute the spatial derivatives of the actin flow velocities (∇ ∙ !). This method of 1105 
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calculating divergence was also utilized in the computation of network turnover, to 1106 

determine the spatial distribution of network assembly and disassembly which was 1107 

calculated using the equation below.  1108 

789:;<=9 = &>
&7 + (> ∗ (∇ ∙ !)) + (! ∗ (∇ ∙ >)) 1109 

The temporal derivative of the fluorescence intensity @ABACD was computed using 1110 

a forward difference scheme between two consecutive frame of the time-lapse. As 1111 

with the spatial gradients of flow velocity (∇ ∙ !)	the fluorescence intensity	(∇ ∙ >) was 1112 

computed using a central difference scheme. As there was not much assembly 1113 

information inside the lamellae of hemocytes, only the disassembly data were visually 1114 

represented and normalized to the maximum value in the field. However, both 1115 

assembly and disassembly was included in the quantification.  1116 

For visualization purposes in control cells, normalized disassembly or negative 1117 

divergence maps were shown normalized to the maximum value in the field, providing 1118 

values between -1 and 0. For comparing the disassembly or negative divergence 1119 

between genotypes, no normalization was performed because of the reduction of 1120 

these values in the mutant conditions, however the colormap scaling was fixed 1121 

between genotypes. 1122 

Linescans were used to show the contractile and destructive gradients of the 1123 

flowing actin network (MATLAB improfile function) by drawing three random lines of 1 1124 

pixel width per frame. Lines originate from the centroid of the nucleus and extend 1125 

through the lamella to the cell edge. Data points within the cell body were discarded. 1126 

 1127 

Flow alignment 1128 

For determining the average alignment of actin flows, the cosine similarity between all 1129 

velocity vectors and their 8 nearest neighbors was computed using F;GH = </ ∙1130 

<0/|</||<0|, and subsequently averaged to give flowfield alignment. 1131 

 1132 

Extension/retraction analysis  1133 

For the extension/retraction analysis, segmented time-lapse images of freely moving 1134 

hemocytes were subtracted from the subsequent frames in the time-lapse series to 1135 

highlight regions of extension or retraction. The MATLAB regionprops function was 1136 

used to filter extensions and retractions by their respective area, and to attain their 1137 
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centroid for the purpose of tracking these regions with respect to the position of the 1138 

nucleus. Maximum extensions and retractions were defined as the regions for each 1139 

frame with the largest area. 1140 

 1141 

Edge velocity analysis 1142 

To evaluate edge dynamics, segmented time-lapse images of hemocytes were 1143 

analyzed using a Segmentation and Windowing package 27, calculating edge 1144 

extensions and retractions at each pixel along the cell boundary. Custom scripts 1145 

implemented in MATLAB were used to calculate extension speed globally, and locally 1146 

within specific regions of the cell boundary. To calculate the edge velocity in the 1147 

direction of cell motion, the edge was segmented within a region bounded by a 30˚ 1148 

cone centered on the direction of motion. To calculate the edge velocity within the 1149 

maximum extension, the longest uninterrupted region along the perimeter of the cell 1150 

edge was segmented. To quantify the average net edge activity, positive and negative 1151 

sign was assigned to velocity vectors depending on whether they were classified as 1152 

extension or retractions. 1153 

 1154 

Temporal cross-correlation 1155 

Temporal cross-correlation was employed to evaluate whether there was any temporal 1156 

hierarchy governing the dynamics of the considered migratory parameters (i.e. cell 1157 

motion, primary sink, maximum edge extension). This analysis involves the directional 1158 

correlation of two vectors at all potential time lags. The temporal cross-correlation 1159 

function is described as KL =	 〈<N(7) ∙ <O(7 + P)〉, where KL is the time averaged cosine 1160 

similarity between vector i (<N) and parameter j (<O) at time 7 and lagged time intervals 1161 

(7 + P).  1162 

 1163 
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